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Short Circuit is the zenith of all books that have been written in the Body, Mind and Spirit New Thought genre. In fact, it is the finest book ever written, as a self-help manual, in any psychiatry, or related field, for the entire mental health community, bar none. It is a summation, exploration, and examination, of my self-examination of 60 years of multiple brain chemical imbalances, as they act out visually, or not. Using accurate scales to weigh my personal life experience of living, your definition, with extensive research of what mental health consumers, and providers, have written, how to cope, I have written what to do! Then asking myself what questions you would have, as a concerned health care provider, a mental health consumer, or the knowledge of the devastation, occurring to a significant other of interest. Then giving you the answers to your questions, derived from my fight, and overcoming the challenges of my own illnesses, and that of those who shared with me, in the mental health community, support groups, and patients in over a dozen lock-down mental facilities, and another dozen mental hospitals. What was shared in all these specific environments, hospitals, how brutally mental health patients are treated psychologically, money cannot buy what I will tell you. Nor the answers I give you. Every single psychiatric major diagnosis, and sub-diagnosis, addressed in the DSM VI Psychiatric Doctors Reference Manual, will be identified as absolutely worthless knowledge. I learned to share, to help, to have compassion, for the man, or the woman, who suffered with me. No one cared about what the definition of their diagnosis was. They wanted their life back. I decided to let them...
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Books are well written, or badly written. That is all.
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